Fill in the blanks.

1. Would you mind ................................ for an hour?

   to wait
   waiting
   to waiting

2. I was hoping you ........................................ spare me a few minutes.

   can
   could
   Either could be used here

3. Do you mind if I ........................................ some music?

   play
   played

4. Would you mind if I ........................................ the window?

   open
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5. When ................................ up in the morning?

are you getting
do you get
have you got

6. My sister ........................................ in Switzerland.
lives
is living
Either could be used here

7. .............................................. she write poems?

Is
Does
Has
Do

8. I usually drink coffee in the morning, but today I ................................ tea.
9. He ..................................... not like vegetables, but he ............................. fruits.

do, eat
does, eats
has, eats

10. He .................................... his car in the garage.

fixes
is fixing
does fix

11. The puppy ............................ in pain because it has hurt its leg.

is howling
howls
was howling
has howled
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12. I ..................................... many setbacks in life.

faced
have faced
had faced

Answers

1. Would you mind waiting for an hour?

2. I was hoping you could spare me a few minutes.

3. Do you mind if I play some music?

4. Would you mind if I opened the window?

5. When do you get up in the morning?

6. My sister lives in Switzerland.

7. Does she write poems?

8. I usually drink coffee in the morning, but today I drank tea.

9. He does not like vegetables, but he eats fruits.

10. He is fixing his car in the garage.

11. The puppy is howling in pain because it has hurt its leg.
12. I have faced many setbacks in life.